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Imagine going out for a round of golf with your buddies and actually having confidence that you
will score well, no matter what your swing feels like that day.
Because honestly, your full swing doesn’t matter nearly as much as you might think. More on
that in a second.
Before going into exactly what I mean, let me ask, are you …
●
●
●

Tired of spending $400 or more on another new driver but not actually lowering your
scores?
Tired of spending a countless number of hours on the range or putting green and not
seeing any results on the course?
Doing things like custom fitting, expensive lessons, and fitness programs but hardly
seeing tangible results?

Or Maybe you have even bought every style putter and not seeing improvement on the greens.
Sound familiar?
If this sounds like you, don’t worry, it’s not your fault.

Let me say it again, it’s not your fault.
Lowering your scores shouldn’t feel like a tedious, long process of having to hit jumbo buckets
of balls until your hands bleed.
Scoring better consistently doesn’t need to be overly complicated.
It’s NOT about hitting your drives longer.
It’s NOT about hitting every green and flagging every iron shot.
It’s NOT learning to hit a splash bunker shot or mastering the perfect flop shot like Phil.
Scoring better is all about improving the one part of your game that really matters.
According to Shot By Shot, “ A single-digit handicap only hit between 8-12 greens per round. But
if you’re shooting in the 80s or 90s, you’re only averaging around 6 greens. And if you’re
shooting over 100, you’re maybe hitting 3 greens per round.”
As you can see from the stats, great golf isn’t about hitting 14 fairways and 18 greens.
Playing great golf and shooting lower scores consistently, always comes down to
putting.
It’s all about learning to roll the rock and create a consistent putting stroke that you can depend
on, even your swing isn’t there. Because let’s be honest, some days you have no clue where it’s
going to go off the tee or even on your approach shots.
But if you are confident about your putting, none of those stats really matter. Even if you only hit
6-9 greens eacg round, your putting can change everything.
Just think back to the last time you were stripping everything down the middle and flagging
every iron but you couldn’t buy a putt.
Felt pretty terrible, doesn’t it?
We want to help you avoid those horrible feelings in the future and made the perfect fix.
It’s the one-of-a-kind Birdie Maker and it’s your solution to consistently lowering your
scores.

Now, with the Birdie Maker for only $99, you can FINALLY purchase a tool that will help you
improve your game by practicing the right way, every single time. You can finally make practice
fun, do it at home and bring those skills to the course.
Again, you don’t need to spend hundreds of dollars on a new driver, expensive lessons or even
a new Scotty Cameron putter.
While some of these methods can help incrementally, they aren’t really going to move the
needle and help you lower your scores.
To get real change and have it actually last, you need something that will consistently help you
on the greens.
Because let’s face it, shots inside 100 yards, specifically putting, are what really counts.
According to Golf Digest, “We use the putter 41.3 percent of the time (including from the fringe).”
Just look at the PGA Tour and you will notice that almost every tournament comes down to
putting. Whoever is putting well that week, tends to win.
So why are you spending all your time working on your driver, irons, and wedges?
Instead, you should spend time working on the part of your game that is crucial at any
level.
If you’re a great putter, you can spray it off the tee, thin it over the green, hit an okay chip and
still make par. Remember, there are no pictures on the scorecard. And if you do this throughout
the day, you can save any round from poor ball striking with a hot putter.
The problem is that most golfers don’t like practicing putting and if they do, aren’t doing it to
actually improve. Most golfers think of putting practice as tedious, monotonous, and not nearly
as exciting as bombing drivers all day.
But if you’re trying to actually improve your game, getting in the reps is essential to improving
your putting. As the great Ben Hogan said,“There is no similarity between golf and putting; they
are two different games. One played in the air and the other on the ground.”
Luckily, the Birdie Maker makes your ground game much better. Plus, it makes it fun,
convenient, and will actually help you improve your putting technique, unlike most putting
greens.
You can still go the range, bang balls, launch drivers, and NOT sacrifice rounds with your
buddies from spending all your time on the putting green practicing.

Because your secret weapon is the Birdie Maker putting mat. It can be used in your home or
office easily so you can train away from the course. It’s the training tool that you can use, day in
and day out to help you easily lower your scores.
Here’s how it can help…

Benefits of the Birdie Maker
Green Like Conditions
The Birdie Maker simulates the grain on a real putting green that runs around an average of 10
on the stimp meter. To give context, most PGA Tour events are between 12-13 speed while the
majority of public courses are around 10 or less.
This makes it feel like you’re actually at the putting green while at the convenience of your home
or office. Plus, the Birdie Maker is constructed with a durable, heavy-rubber backing that allows
the mat to lie smooth and flat on any surface, even carpet.

Built-In Putting Improvement Capabilities
The Birdie Maker is designed to help you practice at the home or at the office with purposeful
practice. This isn’t one of those mats that’s just a piece of carpet with a hole at the end and
some cute bunkers or water for looks.
This putting mat was created to help you master both speed and direction so you’re
confident standing over any putt on the course.
Here’s exactly how the mat trains you for success...

The Instructional Side (Aim + Alignment)
Your aim is more important than getting the perfect read when it comes to putting. If you’re not
aligned properly, even the best green reader will always struggle on the greens.
But the Bridie Maker is a game improvement mat to help with that. It also has a ball position
putting guide to make sure you have the ball in the correct part of your stance. This makes it
easy to position the ball in front-center part of your stance every single time.
Additionally, it also has the putting “T” ahead of the mark to make sure your face is square to
the target. Because if your face isn’t aligned with the intended target, good luck ever sinking
putts on a consistent basis.

Aim Small to Miss Small
If you listen closely to PGA players interviews after a victory, most of the time you will hear them
say things like “I tried to pick the smallest target and trust it” or in putting, “I was just really
committed to my read and picking my spot.”
PGA Tour players are like military snipers when it comes to putting. Both use the motto, “Aim
small, miss small.”
And the Birdie Maker helps you aim much smaller than just hitting putts like a zombie on the
putting green who aims at the entire hole.
The Birdie Maker has two small yellow target holes that are half the size of a regulation cup to
help focus on a small target. But it also does have one regulation size hole in between to help
you aim at for other putting drills
The different sized targets will help you improve your misses so everything is a gimme on the
course.

The Speed Zone
While direction and ball position are important, another feature that most golf mats miss out on
is rewarding players for having good speed.
So we made the Birdie Maker a reversible mat so you can also putt towards the three different
speed zones. This will help you practice your speed to each different zone.

Easy Storage and Cleaning
The last feature about the Birdie Maker is that it’s extremely easy to store and clean. The mat
itself can be washed, vacuumed or spot cleaned. Plus, it won’t leave any traces of use on your
putter. And when you’re not working on your putting, you can easily roll the mat away and into
the compact carry bag for practice on the go.

What Are You Waiting For?
Remember, over 40% of all shots on the course happen on the green or on the fringe with your
putter.
It’s time to quit spending your precious time on things that aren’t helping you improve your
game. Your time is precious, make sure you are spending on drills that will actually help your
confidence and not destroy it.
While practice doesn’t make perfect, especially in golf, it does make permanent. Repetition is
the mother of mastery in any sport.
So if you’re ready to finally start playing the golf you know you’re capable of, take advantage of
this great offer on the Birdie Maker. This product was made for the golfer who wants to improve,
have fun, and actually shoot lower scores.
Take your putting to the next level by clicking “BUY NOW” and making the Birdie Maker
your new best friend.

